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Traditional nanobodies interact with their targets reversibly, leading to

dissociation and incomplete inhibition. Wang and co-workers have designed a

latent bioreactive amino acid (FFY) and genetically encoded it into nanobodies.

Upon nanobody binding to the viral spike protein, FFY covalently reacts with spike

via a proximity-enabled reactive therapeutic (PERx) mechanism, enabling the

nanobody to bind to SARS-CoV-2 irreversibly and effectively block viral infection.

The FFY-incorporated covalent nanobodies neutralized both wild-type SARS-CoV-

2 and its various variants with drastically higher potency than the noncovalent wild-

type nanobodies.
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Accelerating PERx reaction enables
covalent nanobodies for potent neutralization
of SARS-CoV-2 and variants

Bingchen Yu,1,4 Shanshan Li,1,4 Takako Tabata,2 Nanxi Wang,1 Li Cao,1 G. Renuka Kumar,2 Wei Sun,1

Jun Liu,1 Melanie Ott,2,3 and Lei Wang1,5,*
THE BIGGER PICTURE

The long-lasting COVID-19

pandemic and increasing SARS-

CoV-2 variants demand effective

therapeutic strategies. Herein, we

have engineered unique unnatural

amino acids into proteins and

developed covalent nanobodies

capable of irreversibly binding

with the viral spike protein. These

covalent nanobodies are able to

neutralize both SARS-CoV-2 and

its different variants with drastic

higher potency than traditional

nanobodies, affording a potential

prophylactic and medication for
SUMMARY

The long-lasting COVID-19 pandemic and increasing SARS-CoV-2
variants demand effective drugs for prophylactics and treatment.
Protein-based biologics offer high specificity, yet their noncovalent
interactions often lead to drug dissociation and incomplete inhibi-
tion. Here, we have developed covalent nanobodies capable of
binding with SARS-CoV-2 irreversibly via a proximity-enabled reac-
tive therapeutic (PERx) mechanism. A latent bioreactive amino acid
(FFY) was designed and genetically encoded into nanobodies to
accelerate the PERx reaction rate. Compared with the noncovalent
wild-type nanobody, the FFY-incorporated covalent nanobodies
neutralized both wild-type SARS-CoV-2 and its Alpha, Delta,
Epsilon, Lambda, and Omicron variants with drastically higher po-
tency. This PERx-enabled covalent-nanobody strategy and the
related insights into increased potency can be valuable to devel-
oping effective therapeutics for various viral infections.
COVID-19. In addition, our strat-

egy could provide an original

general route to developing

effective therapeutics for various

other viral infections, such as

influenza, hepatitis, AIDS, and

anthrax.
INTRODUCTION

In December 2019, a novel coronavirus (SARS-CoV-2) caused an outbreak of coro-

navirus disease 2019 (COVID-19),1 which has been ongoing for over 2 years and

has resulted in an unprecedented burden to public health globally. In addition

to vaccines,2 incessant efforts have been spent on developing drugs to inhibit

the virus both prophylactically and as treatment. Because cell entry of SARS-

CoV-2 depends on the binding of the viral spike protein to the human cellular

angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 (ACE2) receptor,3,4 various types of reagents

have been developed to block the spike-ACE2 interaction to neutralize SARS-

CoV-2.5–12 Despite the exciting progress, complete inhibition of SARS-CoV-2 infec-

tion remains challenging. Biologics such as protein-based drugs exert their function

through noncovalent interactions, which are reversible to allow drug dissociation

such that the unblocked virus can re-access and infect cells. In addition, rapid evo-

lution of the SARS-CoV-2 RNA genome has led to variants that escape neutraliza-

tion by the human immune system or various noncovalent reagents.13–15 Covalent

small-molecule drugs have been shown to possess enhanced potency, prolonged

duration of action, and the ability to mitigate drug resistance.16,17 We thus envi-

sioned that protein drugs able to bind the virus irreversibly in covalent mode would

be highly desirable to attain potent and complete inhibition of viral infection, as

well as to minimize viral escape through mutation. However, whether and how co-

valent protein drugs can increase potency in neutralizing viral infection await

exploration.
Chem 8, 1–18, October 13, 2022 ª 2022 Elsevier Inc. 1
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Natural proteins generally lack the ability to bind with a target covalently.18,19 To

break this natural barrier, we recently reported a proximity-enabled reactive thera-

peutics (PERx) strategy for generating covalent protein drugs.20,21 A latent bio-

reactive unnatural amino acid (Uaa) is incorporated into the protein drug through

expansion of the genetic code,22 which reacts with a natural residue on the target

only upon drug-target binding, realizing specific cross-linking of the drug to the

target covalently. We have demonstrated that a covalent PD-1 drug efficiently in-

hibits tumor growth in mice with therapeutic efficacy superior to that of an FDA-

approved antibody.20 This initial success was achieved on suppression of tumor

growth, which is a relatively long process on the order of days to weeks. It remains

to be established whether PERx can be generally applicable to other proteins for

enhanced efficacy and to acute processes requiring fast and prompt reaction.

Here, we have developed covalent nanobodies to irreversibly inhibit the infection of

both SARS-CoV-2 and its variants via the PERx principle. To cope with acute viral

infection, we designed a latent bioreactive Uaa, fluorine-substituted fluorosulfate-

L-tyrosine (FFY), and genetically encoded it to accelerate the PERx reaction rate by

2.4-fold over the original FSY, enabling fast cross-linking within 10 min. Conse-

quently, FFY-based nanobodies exhibited a drastic potency increase in neutralizing

SARS-CoV-2 (41-fold), as well as its Alpha (23-fold), Delta (39-fold), Epsilon (38-fold),

Lambda (24-fold), and Omicron (8- to 10-fold) variants. Using the PERx strategy, we

also generated covalent soluble human ACE2 to bind to the spike protein irrevers-

ibly. This PERx-based covalent-nanobody strategy could provide a unique route to

developing effective therapeutics for viral infections.

RESULTS

Covalent nanobodies to neutralize SARS-CoV-2 via PERx

Nanobodies (single-domain antibodies) are generally heat stable, easily produced

in bacteria, and small (�15 kDa) to increase the density of inhibitory domains for

efficient blockage8 and can be humanized to minimize potential immunogenicity.

Multiple groups have selected nanobodies that bind to the spike protein with high

affinities and show promising inhibition against SARS-CoV-2 infection of Vero cells

or ACE2-expressing HEK-293 cells.7,23,24 Our strategy was to genetically incorpo-

rate a latent bioreactive Uaa into the nanobody that specifically binds to the receptor

binding domain (RBD) of the SARS-CoV-2 viral spike protein (Figure 1A). Upon bind-

ing of the nanobody with the spike RBD, the latent bioreactive Uaa would be brought

into close proximity to a target residue of the spike RBD, which would enable the Uaa

to react with the target residue specifically, irreversibly cross-linking the nanobody

with the spike RBD. The bound nanobody would prevent the spike RBD from inter-

acting with the human ACE2 receptor, blocking viral infection. The resultant covalent

nanobody would thus function as a PERx. Compared with conventional nanobodies,

which bind in noncovalent mode and are in dynamic association and dissociation

with the spike RBD, covalent nanobodies would permanently bind to the spike

RBD and neutralize the virus with enhanced potency (Figure 1B).

Genetically encoding FSY to generate covalent nanobodies that bind to the

spike RBD irreversibly in vitro

We initially chose to use the latent bioreactive Uaa FSY for its stability and ability to

react with Tyr, His, or Lys via a proximity-enabled sulfur fluoride exchange (SuFEx)

reaction under biocompatible and cellular conditions (Figure 2A).25 On the basis

of the crystal structure of the human SARS-CoV-2 spike RBD in complex with nano-

body H11-D4,23 nanobody MR17-K99Y,24 or nanobody SR4,24 we decided to incor-

porate FSY at site R27, S30, E100, W112, D115, or Y116 of nanobody H11-D4
2 Chem 8, 1–18, October 13, 2022
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Figure 1. Covalent nanobodies irreversibly inhibit SARS-CoV-2 infection via PERx

(A) The PERx principle of developing covalent nanobodies to irreversibly bind with the spike RBD. Only upon nanobody binding with the spike RBD can

the latent bioreactive Uaa react with the target natural residue, covalently cross-linking the nanobody with the spike RBD.

(B) Whereas the conventional nanobody can dissociate from the spike RBD, the covalent nanobody binds with the spike RBD irreversibly, permanently

preventing viral binding with ACE2 receptor and thus blocking infection more effectively.
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(Figure 2B), site Y99 or D101 of nanobodyMR17-K99Y (Figure 2C), and site Y37, H54,

or S57 of nanobody SR4 (Figure 2D), respectively. Western blot analysis of lysates of

E. coli cells expressing these mutant nanobody genes and the tRNAPyl/FSYRS pair25

confirmed that FSY was successfully incorporated into the nanobodies in the pres-

ence of FSY (Figure S1). Wild-type (WT) and FSY-incorporated nanobodies were pu-

rified with affinity chromatography. The yield for SR4(57FSY) was 2.4mg/L, and other

FSY mutants had similar yields. Mass spectrometry (MS) analysis of the intact

SR4(57FSY) protein confirmed that FSY was incorporated into SR4 at site 57 with

high fidelity (Figure 2E).

To test whether FSY-incorporated nanobodies could bind to the spike RBD cova-

lently in vitro, we incubated 2.5 mM WT nanobodies or their FSY mutants with

0.5 mM spike RBD at 37�C for 12 h and then performed western blot analysis under

denatured conditions (Figures 2F–2H). As expected, none of the threeWT nanobod-

ies formed a covalent complex with the spike RBD. A stable covalent complex was

detected for H11-D4(115FSY) and H11-D4(116FSY) with low cross-linking effi-

ciencies (Figure 2F), for MR17-K99Y(101FSY) with a 10.5% cross-linking efficiency

(Figure 2G), for SR4(54FSY) with a 28.3% cross-linking efficiency, and for

SR4(57FSY) with a 41.3% cross-linking efficiency (Figure 2H). We then further studied

time-dependent cross-linking of the spike RBD with SR4(54FSY) or SR4(57FSY) nano-

bodies, which showed that SR4(57FSY) was more efficient (Figures 2I and 2J).

SR4(57FSY) was thus used in subsequent experiments.

SR4(57FSY) inhibits binding of the spike RBD to cell-surface ACE2 receptor

We next tested the efficacy of SR4 nanobodies to inhibit the binding of the

spike RBD-mFc (a mouse Fc tag appended at the C terminus of the spike RBD) to
Chem 8, 1–18, October 13, 2022 3
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Figure 2. FSY-incorporated covalent nanobodies cross-link the spike RBD andmore potently inhibit spike RBD bindingwith cell-surface ACE2, as well

as pseudoviral infection

(A) Structure of FSY and its proximity-enabled SuFEx reaction with Lys, His, or Tyr for PERx.

(B–D) Crystal structure of nanobodies in complex with the SARS-CoV-2 spike RBD: (B) nanobody H11-D4 (PDB: 6YZ5), (C) nanobody MR17-K99Y (PDB:

7CAN), and (D) nanobody SR4 (PDB: 7C8V). Sites selected for FSY incorporation in the nanobodies and intended target residues of the spike RBD are

shown in green and magenta sticks, respectively.

(E) Electrospray ionization mass spectrometry (ESI-MS) of the intact SR4(57FSY) confirms FSY incorporation. Expected: 15,802.5 Da; observed: 15,803

Da. The peak observed at 15,851 Da corresponded to SR4(57FSY) with cysteine oxidation.

(F–H) Cross-linking of the spike RBD with WT nanobody H11-D4 (F), MR17-K99Y (G), SR4 (H), and their FSY mutants at 37�C for 12 h. Mouse Fc tag

appended at the C terminus of the spike RBD was detected in the western blot.

(I and J) Western blot analysis of 5 mM SR4(54FSY) or SR4(57FSY) cross-linking with 0.5 mM spike RBD at the indicated time points.

(K) Inhibition curve of the spike RBD-mFc binding to 293T-ACE2 cells by SR4(WT) or SR4(57FSY). SR4(WT) or SR4(57FSY) (in a final concentration of 2, 1,

0.2, 0.05, 0.01, and 0.002 mM) was used to inhibit 10 nM spike RBD-mFc binding to 293T-ACE2 cells. Fluorescence intensity representing the spike RBD-

mFc bound to 293T-ACE2 cells was measured with FITC-labeled mFc antibody by flow cytometry. Error bars represent the SD; n = 3 biological

replicates.

(L) Inhibition of SARS-CoV-2 pseudovirus infection of 293T-ACE2 cells by SR4(WT) or SR4(57FSY). The percentage of GFP-positive cells, the indicator of

infection, was measured with flow cytometry. The normalized infection in the y axis was calculated as (the percentage of GFP-positive cells infected by

nanobody-treated pseudovirus)/(the percentage of GFP-positive cells infected by pseudovirus only). Error bars represent the SD; n = 3 biological

replicates.

See also Figure S1.
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293T-ACE2 cells, a HEK293T cell line stably expressing human ACE2 protein on the

cell surface. We individually incubated different concentrations of SR4(WT) or

SR4(57FSY) with the spike RBD-mFc at 37�C for 12 h to allow cross-linking and

then incubated them with 293T-ACE2 cells for 1 h. After incubation, cells were

stained with FITC-labeled anti-mFc and analyzed with flow cytometry (Figure 2K).

As expected, SR4(WT) bound to the spike RBD reversibly such that the spike RBD

could still bind to ACE2 on the cell surface, resulting in an IC50 of 1,980 nM. In

contrast, the covalent SR4(57FSY) showed highly efficient blocking of spike RBD

binding to 293T-ACE2 cells with an IC50 of 15.8 nM (Figure 2K). The IC50 of

SR4(57FSY) was 125-fold lower than that of SR4(WT), demonstrating the drastic

improvement of the covalent nanobody in inhibiting the binding of the spike RBD

to cell-surface ACE2 receptor.

SR4(57FSY) neutralizes pseudovirus infection of 293T-ACE2 cells

We next tested the neutralization activity of SR4(WT) or SR4(57FSY) nanobody

against SARS-CoV-2 spike pseudotyped lentivirus by using a widely adopted pro-

tocol.26,27 SARS-CoV-2 reporter virus particles display antigenically correct spike

protein on a heterologous virus core and carry a modified genome that ex-

presses a convenient GFP reporter gene, which is integrated and expressed

upon successful viral entry into cells harboring the ACE2 receptor. In brief, we

incubated the pseudoviruses with various concentrations of SR4(WT) or

SR4(57FSY) at 37�C for 1 h and subsequently used them to infect 293T-ACE2

cells for 48 h. We then analyzed cells by flow cytometry for GFP signal to deter-

mine the percentage of infected cells. The IC50 for SR4(WT) was measured to be

602.8 nM (Figure 2L), close to the literature-reported 390 nM,24 whereas the IC50

was measured to be 151.6 nM for SR4(57FSY). This 4-fold decrease in IC50 dem-

onstrates that the covalent SR4(57FSY) was more potent in inhibiting pseudovirus

infection of ACE2-expressing human cells than SR4(WT), but the enhancement

was moderate.

We further tested the neutralization ability of SR4(WT) or SR4(57FSY) nanobody

against authentic SARS-CoV-2 infection of ACE2-expressing human cells. Surpris-

ingly, no significant enhancement of SR4(57FSY) over SR4(WT) was measured

(data not shown). A variety of nanobodies—differing in affinity, number of the con-

tacting RBD, binding epitope, and state of the RBD—were selected to bind with the
Chem 8, 1–18, October 13, 2022 5
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Figure 3. Covalent nanobodies based on mNb6, which binds two spike RBDs

(A) Crystal structure of mNb6 (cyan) binding with two spike RBDs (gray and light blue) (PDB: 7KKL). FSY was individually incorporated at 30 different

positions located at the CDR1 (blue), CDR2 (yellow), and CDR3 (green) regions of the nanobody without referring to the specific structure of mNb6.

(B–D) Western blot analysis of cross-linking between the spike RBD and WT mNb6 or FSY mutants located at three CDRs of the nanobody.

(E) Identified FSY cross-linking sites are mapped onto mNb6 in magenta, and potential target residues of the spike RBD are indicated in green (PDB:

7KKL).

(F) Western blot analysis of mNb6(FSY) mutants (5 mM) cross-linking with the spike RBD (0.5 mM) at the indicated time points.
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spike protein of SARS-CoV-2. We therefore sought to covalently engineer other

nanobodies differing from SR4 in various aspects.

Generating covalent nanobodies from mNb6

In contrast to SR4, which binds a single spike RBD in its up state and has relatively low

affinity,24 nanobody mNb6 contacts two spike RBDs simultaneously in their down

state and has higher affinity.7 To identify which sites of mNb6 would allow covalent

cross-linking of the spike RBD, we incorporated FSY individually at 30 different sites

located at the three complementarity-determining regions (CDRs) of mNb6 (Fig-

ure 3A). Although the crystal structure of mNb6 in complex with RBD is available,7

we performed this comprehensive site screening to show that for proteins with

well-defined regions, such as the nanobody, one could readily determine the appro-

priate sites for FSY cross-linking without sophisticated high-throughput screening or

detailed structures. We incubated 2 mMmNb6(WT) and its FSY mutant proteins with

0.5 mM spike RBD in PBS (pH 7.4) at 37�C for 12 h and then performed western blot

analysis (Figures 3B–3D). When FSY was incorporated at site 27 in CDR1, site 55 in

CDR2, or sites 102–108 in CDR3, a covalent complex of mNb6 with the spike RBD

was detected, indicating that multiple sites in mNb6 allowed covalent cross-linking

with the spike RBD. Mapping these cross-linking sites onto the structure of the
6 Chem 8, 1–18, October 13, 2022
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mNb6-spike complex showed that there was a targetable Lys or Tyr within the FSY

reaction distance (Figure 3E). Interestingly, at multiple cross-linking sites (G55,

P103, G106, D107, and Y108), FSY and the target residues did not have their side

chains optimally oriented for FSY reaction, so picking these sites for FSY incorpora-

tion is not obvious by only inspection of the crystal structure. The cross-linking

occurred at these sites possibly because the located loop allowed certain flexibility

for side-chain re-orientation. We then performed a kinetic study on the four more

efficient sites on CDR3 (Figure 3F) and found that mNb6(108FSY) showed the fastest

cross-linking rate. We thus chose site 108 to incorporate Uaa for subsequent

experiments.

FFY as a latent bioreactive Uaa to the accelerate PERx reaction rate

The potency of a covalent protein drug would rely on the rate and extent of

latent bioreactive Uaa to form a covalent bond with the target residue of the

target protein. Because protein interactions are dynamic, a fast reaction rate

would be essential to ensure covalent-bond formation before protein dissocia-

tion. Given a certain contact time, the reaction extent increases as the reaction

rate increases, which can be critical to achieving complete inhibition of viral

infection. Introducing electron-withdrawing groups on the aromatic ring has

been reported to increase the SuFEx rates.28 We thus envisioned that adding

electron-withdrawing substituents to FSY would accelerate its proximity-enabled

reaction rate when used in PERx.

As a result, we designed and evaluated FFY (Figure 4A). We synthesized FFY by us-

ing [4-(acetylamino)phenyl]imidodisulfuryl difluoride (AISF)29 and then deprotected

the Boc protecting group with hydrogen chloride. Because FFY and FSY have similar

structures, we reasoned that FSYRS, a pyrrolysyl-tRNA synthetase (PylRS) mutant

that we previously evolved to incorporate FSY,25 should be able to incorporate

FFY into proteins as well. To test this idea, we co-expressed the enhanced GFP

(EGFP) gene containing a TAG codon at permissive site 182 with genes for

tRNAPyl/FSYRS in E. coli. In the absence of FFY, no obvious fluorescence was de-

tected; in the presence of FFY, fluorescence intensity was measured to increase

with FFY concentration (Figure 4B), suggesting FFY incorporation into EGFP. We

also co-expressed mNb6(108TAG) with tRNAPyl/FSYRS in E. coli and observed

that full-length mNb6 was produced in the presence of 2 mM FFY or 1 mM FSY (Fig-

ure 4C) in a yield of 1.0 mg/L. mNb6(WT), mNb6 (108FSY), and mNb6(108FFY)

proteins were purified with Ni2+ affinity chromatography. MS analysis of the intact

protein confirmed that FFY was incorporated into mNb6 at site 108 in high fidelity.

A major peak observed at 13,721 Da corresponded to intact mNb6(108FFY) (Fig-

ure 4D; expected 13,720.7 Da). A minor peak observed at 13,702 Da corresponded

to mNb6(108FFY) lacking F, suggesting a slight F elimination during MS measure-

ment.25 We also verified mNb6(WT) and mNb6(108FSY) via MS analysis of the intact

proteins (Figures 4E and S2).

We next tested whether FFY could improve reaction kinetics over FSY. We incubated

the spike RBD (0.5 mM) with 5 mMmNb6(108FSY) or mNb6(108FFY) in PBS (pH 7.4) at

37�C for different durations and then performed western blot analysis of the cross-

linking. As shown in Figure 4F, mNb6(108FFY) showed an evidently faster rate than

mNb6(108FSY) in cross-linking the spike RBD. Covalent cross-linking could be

robustly detected within 10 min for mNb6(108FFY) (Figure S3), whereas

mNb6(108FSY) took over 20 min. The apparent first-order constant kobs was

0.244 G 0.031 h�1 (n = 3) for mNb6(108FFY) and 0.102 G 0.007 h�1 (n = 3) for

mNb6(108FSY) (Figure 4F; quantification in Figure S4). Thus, FFY increased
Chem 8, 1–18, October 13, 2022 7
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Figure 4. Designing and genetically encoding FFY to accelerate the PERx reaction rate

(A) Chemical synthesis of FFY.

(B) Genetic incorporation of FFY into EGFP at site 182 in E. coli with the use of the tRNAPyl/FSYRS pair. The fluorescence intensity of cells was measured

and normalized by OD600. Error bars represent the SD; n = 3 biological replicates.

(C) Genetic incorporation of FFY or FSY into mNb6 at site 108 in E. coli with the use of the tRNAPyl/FSYRS pair. Cell lysates were analyzed by western

blotting using an anti-Hisx6 antibody.

(D) MS analysis of the intact mNb6(108FFY). Expected: 13,720.7 Da; observed: 13,721 Da.

(E) MS analysis of the intact mNb6(108FSY). Expected: 13,702.7 Da; observed: 13,703 Da. The minor peak at 13,684 Da corresponds to mNb6(108FSY)

lacking F, suggesting slight F elimination during MS measurement.

(F) Western blot analysis of cross-linking kinetics indicates that FFY increased the reaction rate to 2.4-fold over FSY. The spike RBD (0.5 mM) was

incubated with 5 mM mNb6(108FFY) or mNb6(108FSY) in PBS (pH = 7.4) at 37�C for the indicated time.

See also Figures S2–S5.
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the PERx reaction rate over FSY in the mNb6 system to 240%, so we used

mNb6(108FFY) for subsequent viral inhibition tests. We also studied the stability of

mNb6(108FFY) under relatively long-term storage conditions. The freshly prepared

mNb6(108FFY) in PBSwas lyophilized and kept under 4�C for 15 days.We then redis-

solved the lyophilized mNb6(108FFY) powder and found that it cross-linked with the

WT spike RBD as efficiently as the freshly prepared mNb6(108FFY) (Figure S5), sug-

gesting the suitability of mNb6(108FFY) for drug development and storage.
8 Chem 8, 1–18, October 13, 2022
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Figure 5. mNb6(108FFY) neutralizes SARS-CoV-2 and certain variants with markedly increased potency over mNb6(WT)

(A) mNb6(108FFY) showed 36-fold higher potency than mNb6(WT) in inhibiting SARS-CoV-2 pseudovirus infection.

(B and C) BLI of mNb6(WT) or mNb6(108FFY) binding to the spike RBD shows no significant difference in KD.
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Figure 5. Continued

(D) Scheme showing procedures for neutralizing authentic SARS-CoV-2 with WT or covalent nanobody.

(E) mNb6(108FFY) showed 41-fold higher potency than mNb6(WT) in inhibiting authentic SARS-CoV-2 infection.

(F and G) BLI of mNb6(WT) binding to the RBD of the Alpha (F) or Delta (G) variant of SARS-Cov-2.

(H) Cross-linking of mNb6(108FFY) with the spike RBD of SARS-CoV-2 variants at the indicated incubation time in vitro.

(I) mNb6(108FFY) showed 23-fold higher potency than mNb6(WT) in inhibiting the Alpha variant pseudovirus infection.

(J) mNb6(108FFY) showed 39-fold higher potency than mNb6(WT) in inhibiting the Delta variant pseudovirus infection.

(K) Summary of binding affinity and potency increase in neutralizing SARS-CoV-2 variant pseudoviruses.

For all BLI experiments in (B), (C), (F), and (G), n = 3 biological repeats; KD is presented as mean G SD. Representative binding sensorgrams of one

sample are shown. For all pseudovirus and authentic SARS-CoV-2 inhibition experiments in (A), (E), (I), and (J), n = 3 biological repeats; error bars

represent the SD. See also Figures S6–S10.
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mNb6(108FFY) potently neutralizes both pseudovirus and authentic SARS-

CoV-2 infection

With FFY’s fast kinetics, we tested the efficacy of mNb6(108FFY) in neutralizing lenti-

virus pseudotyped with the SARS-CoV-2 spike protein. We incubated pseudovirus

with varying concentrations of mNb6(108FFY) or mNb6(WT) for 1 h at 37�C and

then used the nanobody-pseudovirus mixture to infect 293T-ACE2 cells for 48 h at

37�C. We determined the percentage of cell infection by measuring GFP signal

via flow cytometry. The IC50 of mNb6(WT) was measured to be 35.7 nM. In contrast,

mNb6(108FFY) showed an IC50 of 1.0 nM, exhibiting a marked 36-fold improvement

in potency (Figure 5A). To check whether FFY incorporation affected the initial bind-

ing affinity of mNb6, we measured the initial binding affinity of mNb6(WT) or

mNb6(108FFY) toward the spike RBD by using biolayer interferometry (BLI). The

timescale of the binding experiments (50 s for the association step) was faster

than the timescale for covalent-bond formation, so we could measure the initial

binding affinity of mNb6(108FFY) toward the spike RBD without a covalent-

bonding effect. The KD was measured to be 0.85 G 0.19 nM for mNb6(WT) and

0.91 G 0.11 nM for mNb6(108FFY) (Figures 5B and 5C), which were not significantly

different, indicating that FFY incorporation did not significantly affect mNb6 initial

binding affinity. Therefore, the drastically elevated potency of mNb6(108FFY) over

mNb6(WT) in neutralizing pseudovirus infection should be attributed not to the dif-

ference in initial affinity but to the effect of covalent binding.

Encouraged by the highly potent effect on SARS-CoV-2 pseudovirus, we further

tested the neutralizing efficacy of mNb6(108FFY) on authentic SARS-CoV-2 virus

(Figure 5D). We incubated nanoluciferase-encoding SARS-CoV-2 with the nanobod-

ies at 37�C for 1 h and then added the virus-nanobody mixtures to 293T-ACE2 cells

for 2 h to allow infection. 72 h after infection, wemeasured luciferase signal in cells to

determine the level of infection. As shown in Figure 5E, the IC50 of mNb6(WT) in in-

hibiting authentic SARS-CoV-2 was 69.9 nM, whereas the IC50 measured for

mNb6(108FFY) was 1.7 nM, indicating a drastic 41-fold improvement in potency.

mNb6(108FFY) covalently binds and potently inhibits certain SARS-CoV-2

variants

Various mutated SARS-CoV-2 strains have emerged during the pandemic. The

B.1.1.7 variant (Alpha), which possesses the N501Ymutation, shows a stronger inter-

action with ACE2 and a faster spreading rate;30,31 the B.1.351 variant (Beta), which

possesses K417N, E484K, and N501Ymutations on the RBD, has a decreased affinity

toward neutralization antibodies and can lower the effectiveness of the current vac-

cine.13,14,32,33 The B.1.617.2 variant (Delta), which has the L452R and T478K muta-

tions on the RBD, has increased transmissibility and is less sensitive to monoclonal

antibodies and neutralizing antibodies from recovered individuals, as well as vac-

cine-elicited antibodies.15,34,35 More recently, the B.1.1.529 (Omicron) variants,
10 Chem 8, 1–18, October 13, 2022
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which have much elevated immune evasion, have become the dominant strains in

many countries and spread more easily than earlier variants.36,37

We first tested whether the variants would escape frommNb6(WT) binding. BLI mea-

surement showed that mNb6 had a decreased binding affinity toward the RBD of the

Alpha and Delta variants. The KD of mNb6(WT) with the Alpha and Delta RBD was

1.50 G 0.05 and 8.6 G 1.7 nM, respectively (Figures 5F and 5G), significantly higher

than 0.85 nM, the KD with the WT RBD. In contrast, mNb6(WT) did not show signif-

icant binding with the Beta RBD up to a concentration of 50 nM (Figure S6). We next

determined whether mNb6(108FFY) could cross-link the RBD of various variants.

Western blot analysis indicated that mNb6(108FFY) efficiently cross-linked with

the Delta and Alpha RBD (Figure 5H; quantification in Figure S7), although the

cross-linking rate (kobs = 0.156 G 0.036 h�1 for Delta and 0.086 G 0.008 h�1 for

Alpha) was slightly slower than that with the WT RBD (kobs = 0.244 G 0.031 h�1),

consistent with the decreased affinity toward these variants. For the Beta RBD,

although the affinity was dramatically reduced, mNb6(108FFY) was still able to

cross-link it, albeit in low efficiency (�5%) (Figure 5H). We also found that

mNb6(WT) had a lower binding affinity toward the spike RBD of the Epsilon variant

(KD = 1.32 G 0.11 nM) and the Lambda variant (KD = 2.86 G 0.77 nM) than the WT

SARS-CoV-2 and that mNb6(108FFY) could efficiently cross-link the spike RBD of

these two variants (Figures S8A–S8D). These results demonstrate that the covalent

mNb6(108FFY) was capable of cross-linking the spike RBD of the SARS-Cov-2 vari-

ants as long as the variant did not completely abolish binding with mNb6.

We further assessed the efficacy of mNb6(108FFY) in neutralizing pseudovirus of

SARS-CoV-2 variants, to which mNb6(WT) did not abolish binding. The IC50 of

mNb6(WT) in inhibiting the Alpha variant pseudovirus was 36.5 nM (Figure 5I),

whereas mNb6(108FFY) had an IC50 of 1.6 nM, showing a 23-fold increase in po-

tency. For the quickly spreading Delta variant, mNb6(WT) inhibited the pseudovirus

with an IC50 of 143 nM (Figure 5J), whereas mNb6(108FFY) was able to neutralize

the Delta variant pseudovirus with an IC50 of 3.7 nM to achieve a 39-fold improve-

ment in potency. For the Epsilon variant pseudovirus, mNb6(WT) inhibited it

with an IC50 of 304 nM, whereas mNb6(108FFY) inhibited it with an IC50 of

8.03 nM, exhibiting 38-fold increase in potency (Figure S8E). Similarly,

mNb6(108FFY) gained a 24-fold increase in potency in inhibiting the Lambda variant

pseudovirus (IC50 = 12.4 nM) over the mNb6(WT) (IC50 = 299 nM) (Figure S8F). In

sum, the covalent mNb6(108FFY) nanobody potently inhibited the Alpha, Delta,

Epsilon, and Lambda variant pseudoviruses, showing remarkable higher potency

than the mNb6(WT) nanobody (Figure 5K).

The large number of mutations (15 in the BA.1 RBD) in Omicron variants abolished

the binding of nanobody mNb6 and thus the cross-linking between mNb6(108FFY)

and the Omicron RBD (Figure S9). We therefore used a different nanobody (Nb70)

capable of binding with Omicron variants by contacting two RBDs in their up state.38

We decided to incorporate FSY at site G56, Y103, or D115 of nanobody Nb70 ac-

cording to the crystal structure38 to target the K386, Y369, or K378 site of the spike

RBD, respectively (Figure S10A). All three sites in Nb70, after FSY incorporation,

allowed efficient covalent cross-linking of both the Omicron BA.1 and BA.2 spike

RBDs (Figure S10B). We chose site 56 for further studies because its protein yields

(2.5 mg/L) were higher than those of the two other sites. We then used FFY for the

following studies because its kinetics were faster than those of FSY. MS analysis of

the intact protein confirmed that FFY was incorporated into Nb70 at site 56 in

high fidelity (Figure S10C). We next verified that FFY incorporation at site 56
Chem 8, 1–18, October 13, 2022 11
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permitted fast cross-linking of Nb70(56FFY) with both the BA.1 and BA.2 RBDs

(Figures S10D and S10E) such that cross-linking showed up in 5 min. The binding af-

finity of Nb70 toward the BA.1 spike RBD was measured to be 0.14 nM. Besides Om-

icron, Nb70(56FFY) was also shown to cross-link with the spike RBD from various

other variants, including Alpha, Beta, Delta, and Lambda (Figure S10F). Lastly, we

measured the IC50s of Nb70(WT) and Nb70(56FFY) in inhibiting the Omicron BA.1

variant and the Omicron BA.2 variant pseudovirus (Figures S10G and S10H) and

found that the potency of Nb70(56FFY) increased 10-fold for BA.1 and 8.1-fold for

BA.2 over Nb70(WT). These results indicate that covalent nanobody Nb70(56FFY)

could also inhibit the Omicron variants more potently than the WT Nb70.

Engineering human ACE2 receptor into an irreversible covalent binder for

SARS-CoV-2

In addition to engineering artificial nanobodies specific to the spike RBD, we also

sought to engineer the native receptor, human ACE2, into a covalent binder to block

the interaction between the SARS-CoV-2 spike protein and human ACE2. Using a

soluble ACE2 receptor binding to the viral spike protein, thereby neutralizing

SARS-CoV-2, is an attractive strategy. The spike protein of SARS-CoV-2 binds to

the ACE2 receptor with a KD of 4.7 nM,39 comparable to affinities of monoclonal an-

tibodies. In addition, ACE2 administration could additionally treat pneumonia

caused by SARS-CoV-2. Coronavirus binding leads to ACE2 shedding and downre-

gulation, which induces pulmonary edema and acute respiratory distress syndrome

(ARDS). Administration of recombinant human ACE2 (rhACE2) improves acute lung

injury and reduces ARDS in preclinical studies.40,41 Moreover, rhACE2 is safe and

well tolerated by patients in phase II trials,42,43 and small levels of soluble ACE2

are secreted and circulate in the human body.44 More importantly, the soluble

ACE2 therapy is expected to have broad coverage given that SARS-CoV-2 cannot

escape ACE2 neutralization because of its dependence on the same protein for

cell entry. Any mutation that reduces SARS-CoV-2’s affinity for the ACE2-based ther-

apeutics will render the virus less pathogenic.

To this end, we explored whether the soluble human ACE2 could be engineered into

a covalent binder for the SARS-CoV-2 spike protein. On the basis of the crystal struc-

ture of the SARS-CoV-2 spike RBD in complex with human ACE2 (Figure 6A),39 we

decided to incorporate FSY at site D30, H34, E37, D38, Q42, or Y83 to target the

proximal nucleophilic amino acid residues on the spike RBD. We expressed and pu-

rified these FSY-incorporated ACE2 mutant proteins from HEK293 cells, individually

incubated them with the spike RBD, and then performed western blot analysis (Fig-

ure 6B). Cross-linking of ACE2(FSY) with the spike RBD was detected when FSY was

incorporated at site 34, 37, or 42. The ACE2 (34FSY) mutant exhibited the highest

cross-linking efficiency (28.3%). The cross-linking kinetic experiments of

ACE2(FSY) with the spike RBD showed that cross-linking was detectable at 1 h and

increased with incubation time (Figure 6C). Furthermore, we analyzed the cross-link-

ing product of ACE2(34FSY) with the spike RBD by using high-resolution MS, which

clearly indicated that FSY of ACE2(34FSY) specifically reacted with K417 of the spike

RBD (Figure S11), as designed according to the crystal structure. Because K417 is

mutated in some variants, we tested the cross-linking of ACE2(34FSY) with the spike

RBD of different variants. ACE2(34FSY) did not cross-link with the Beta or Omicron

spike RBD, each of which has the K417N mutation. On the other hand,

ACE2(34FSY) cross-linked with the Alpha and Delta spike RBDs, which do not have

a mutation at K417, in high efficiency (Figure 6D). These results together show

that ACE2(34FSY) covalently bound to the spike RBD through targeting K417 specif-

ically. To address variants harboring the K417 mutation, one could screen more sites
12 Chem 8, 1–18, October 13, 2022
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Figure 6. Engineering soluble human ACE2 to covalently bind to the SARS-CoV-2 spike protein

(A) Crystal structure of the SARS-CoV-2 spike RBD bound with human ACE2 (PDB: 6M0J). Sites on

ACE2 selected to incorporate FSY are shown in blue sticks, and target residues on the spike RBD

are shown in magenta sticks.

(B) Western blot analysis of cross-linking of the spike RBD with soluble human ACE2 and its FSY

mutants at 37�C. An antibody against the Hisx6 tag at the C terminus of ACE2(FSY) was used for

detection.

(C) Western blot analysis of ACE2(34FSY) (0.16 mM) cross-linking with the spike RBD (0.57 mM) at the

indicated time duration. An antibody against the Hisx6 tag at the C terminus of ACE2(FSY) was used

for detection.

(D) ACE2(34FSY) also cross-linked with the spike RBD of the Alpha and Delta variants but not the

Beta or Omicron variant.

See also Figure S11.
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on ACE2 for FSY incorporation to covalently target residues other than K417 on the

spike RBD. Alternatively, we have shown covalent nanobodies such as Nb70(56FFY)

could efficiently cross-link with the Beta and Omicron RBDs (Figures S10D–S10F) to

overcome the K417 mutation by targeting other residues.
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DISCUSSION

In summary, through genetic incorporation of the latent bioreactive Uaas FSY and

FFY into nanobodies, we have generated multiple covalent nanobodies that bind

with the spike RBD of SARS-CoV-2 irreversibly via the PERx mechanism. The freshly

developed FFY increased the PERx reaction rate by 2.4-fold over the original FSY,

and the resultant covalent nanobody, mNb6(108FFY), efficiently neutralized both

SARS-CoV-2 pseudovirus and authentic SARS-CoV-2, increasing the potency by

a drastic 36- and 41-fold, respectively, over the noncovalent WT mNb6. In addi-

tion, the covalent mNb6(108FFY) nanobody also potently inhibited the Alpha,

Delta, Epsilon, and Lambda variants of SARS-CoV-2 pseudovirus with 23-, 39-,

38-, and 24-fold higher potency, respectively, than the WT mNb6. Similarly, the

covalent nanobody Nb70(56FFY) inhibited the Omicron BA.1 and BA.2 variants

more potently than the WT Nb70 with 10- and 8.1-fold increased potency, respec-

tively. Moreover, using a similar strategy, we also engineered the soluble human

ACE2 receptor into a covalent binder that irreversibly cross-links with the spike

RBD via PERx.

Our results demonstrate that nanobodies can be readily engineered into covalent

binders through the incorporation of a latent bioreactive Uaa, which reacts with a

natural residue of the target protein only upon nanobody-target binding, ex-

panding the scope of PERx, which we previously developed and applied to

the immune-checkpoint PD-1/PD-L1.20,21 We identified nanobody sites appro-

priate for FSY or FFY incorporation and cross-linking either by inspecting the

structure of the nanobody-target complex45 or by simply screening all sites in

the nanobody’s three CDRs. Recent breakthroughs in the accurate prediction

of protein structure and interactions have made structural information available

for a broad range of proteins,46,47 which will greatly facilitate structure-guided

site identification. On the other hand, there are about 30 total sites in the nano-

body’s three CDRs, screening of which using cross-linking and western blot anal-

ysis can be completed in less than 2 weeks. Unbiased screening could identify

cross-linking sites that are not obvious by simple checking of the structure. We

have always identified multiple sites in diverse nanobodies with successful

cross-linking because of FSY’s and FFY’s exceptional ability to react with multiple

residues, including Tyr, His, and Lys,25 which are often found at the protein-pro-

tein interface. To access more target sites, we have also developed FSK (which

has a longer and more flexible side chain to reach residues at further distances)

and mFSY to reach residues with different side-chain orientations.45,48 These site-

identification strategies are straightforward and obviate sophisticated instrumen-

tation such as MS and should be generally applicable to engineering various

proteins—such as antibodies, Fab,48 single-chain variable fragment (ScFv),

affibodies,20 and DARPins—into covalent binders.

Compared with conventional noncovalent drugs, drugs working in covalent mode

offer desirable features such as increased potency, prolonged duration, and the pos-

sibility to prevent drug resistance, as demonstrated with covalent small-molecule

drugs.16 Here, we have demonstrated that covalent nanobodies, representing cova-

lent protein drugs, possess similar valuable properties as well. In particular, the co-

valent mNb6(108FFY) drastically increased the potency over WT mNb6 to 36-fold in

inhibiting SARS-CoV-2 pseudovirus and to 41-fold in inhibiting authentic SARS-CoV-

2. Aside from the WT SARS-CoV-2, mNb6(108FFY) was also able to covalently cross-

link and neutralize the Alpha, Delta, Epsilon, and Lambda variants of SARS-CoV-2

with a potency increase ranging from 23- to 39-fold over the WT mNb6. We
14 Chem 8, 1–18, October 13, 2022
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measured these potency increases by incubating the nanobody with the virus for 1 h.

Because the extent of covalent cross-linking increases with time, the potency of co-

valent nanobodies should be greater with longer incubation time.

A caveat of the PERx strategy is that the cross-linking rate can be negatively

affected when the binding affinity between the protein drug and target de-

creases drastically as a result of target mutation, such as mNb6(108FFY) and

the Beta RBD or Omicron RBD. In rare cases, mutation can even occur at the

cross-linking residue, which would abolish cross-linking at that site; for example,

ACE2(34FSY) did not cross-link the Beta RBD or Omicron RBD as a result of the

K417N mutation. On the other hand, this feature ensures high specificity in cross-

linking and thus avoids undesired nonspecific reaction with other proteins in vivo.

As we demonstrated here and previously,20,45 PERx is a general strategy that can

be applied on diverse nanobodies, and each nanobody can have FFY incorpo-

rated at multiple sites to target different natural residues on the spike RBD to

achieve cross-linking (Figure 3). Therefore, other nanobodies able to bind the

mutated spike RBD could be similarly engineered, and diverse covalent nano-

bodies could be used in combination to ensure the cross-linking and inhibition

of future potential variants. For instance, although mNb6(108FFY) could not effi-

ciently target the Beta or Omicron variant covalently, we demonstrated that a

different nanobody (Nb70(56FFY)) efficiently cross-linked with the Omicron BA.1

and BA.2 variants, the Beta variant, and the Alpha, Delta, and Lambda variants.

When in use, the irreversible cross-linking ability and the multi-targeting of these

covalent nanobodies have the potential for complete viral inhibition. Nonethe-

less, animal tests and clinical trials are warranted to confirm these potential ben-

efits of covalent protein drugs, and nonspecific reactivity of covalent proteins

in vivo should be carefully evaluated.

Fast reaction kinetics would be critical for effective inhibition of viral infection

because they would enable covalent cross-links to promptly form between the pro-

tein drug and the target within a shorter contact time and to reach a higher extent

for more effective neutralization. By introducing electron-withdrawing fluorine sub-

stitution, we designed and genetically encoded a unique latent bioreactive Uaa

(FFY), which afforded a marked 2.4-fold increase in reaction rate in the cross-link-

ing of mNb6 with the spike RBD over the original FSY. In a recent communica-

tion,49 Han and co-workers exploited the FSY and PERx mechanism developed

by us20,25 and incorporated FSY into the spike-specific minibinders de novo de-

signed by the Baker group.8 The resultant FSY-minibinder required 2 h incubation

to cross-link with the spike RBD in vitro and 2 h incubation with the virus to show a

moderate 6-fold increase in potency in neutralizing a single SARS-CoV-2 variant. It

is unclear whether the increased potency of the FSY-minibinder is general given

that no neutralization of WT SARS-CoV-2 or other variants was demonstrated.

The longer the incubation time required for the drug, the more likely the virus

will gain access to human cells for infection. In stark contrast, our latest generation

of FFY-enabled covalent nanobody mNb6(108FFY) exhibited robust cross-linking

with the spike RBD within 10 min. We incubated mNb6(108FFY) with SARS-

CoV-2 for a shorter 1 h and achieved a drastic 41-fold increase in potency in

neutralizing SARS-CoV-2. In addition, we showed that mNb6(108FFY) also

increased the potency in neutralizing the WT, Alpha, Delta, Epsilon, and Lambda

variants of SARS-CoV-2 pseudovirus by 36-, 23-, 39-, 38-, and 24-fold, respectively,

demonstrating that the increased potency of the covalent nanobody is robust and

general. Therefore, fast reaction kinetics of FFY are critical to enhancing the po-

tency of covalent protein drugs.
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Our results indicate that covalently engineered nanobodies exhibit different po-

tency increases over their WT nanobodies in viral neutralization. Several factors

might contribute to this difference. First, the latent bioreactive Uaas were incorpo-

rated at different positions of different nanobodies for optimal cross-linking rates.

As a result, different residues on the spike RBD were targeted. Second, SR4 binds

with a single RBD, whereas both mNb6 and Nb70 bind with one RBD while strad-

dling another RBD simultaneously (i.e., contacting two RBDs simultaneously). The

latter is analogous to an antibody, which is bivalent and able to bind two antigens

simultaneously. Bivalent binding by an antibody induces the desired conformational

change and has been reported to modify the activity of leukocyte-function-associ-

ated antigen 1.50 We note that other factors, such as the nanobody epitope on

the RBD and the binding affinity, could also play a role. Our data were obtained

from a limited number of nanobodies, and further work is warranted to conclude

the mechanism.

Covalent nanobodies could lead to protein drugs that can be readily produced in

large scale via bacterial expression, easily stored and distributed because of the

nanobody’s high stability, and aerosolized for self-administered inhalation to nasal

and lung epithelia.7 Further development could afford a medication for COVID-19

patients to prevent significant morbidities and death and provide a potential pro-

phylactic to give passive immunity to clinical providers at the front line. In addition,

the PERx-capable ACE2 drugs can serve as a therapeutic stockpile for future out-

breaks of SARS-CoV, SARS-CoV-2, and any new coronavirus that uses the ACE2 re-

ceptor for entry. Moreover, through irreversible binding, covalent protein drugs can

potentially achieve complete viral inhibition and mitigate viral resistance. Lastly, the

principle of generating a covalent binder or a covalent soluble receptor inhibitor via

PERx can be generally applied to the development of covalent protein drugs to

effectively treat various other infectious diseases, such as influenza, hepatitis,

AIDS, and anthrax.
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